FALL 2020
Creating a greener, healthier, and more sustainable Hartford, because of you.

TONS OF FOOD FOR HARTFORD FAMILIES
THE KNOX FAMILY—FARMERS, VOLUNTEERS, AND GARDENERS—GIVE TO ALL
Nearly 4 tons of
food was grown by
KNOX farmers,
gardeners and
volunteers this
year—effectively
doubling the
amount of food
going to feed
students in the
Hartford Public Schools and to be distributed
through Foodshare in the Hartford region.
This incredible growing season coupled
with your generosity gave access to fresh
local produce for so many families in need.
Your support of this collaboration is an
amazing demonstration of our extremely
compassionate community.
You swiftly gave to empower your
neighbors as they realized how they would
pivot due to the challenges that COVID-19

presented. Creating or expanding their
garden plot, or simply donating time and lots
of energy to plant, tend and grow entirely for
others was powerful for all.
One of our long-standing gardeners
delivered bags of spring greens, squash,
peppers and heaps of tomatoes each week to
the office for sharing. Her joy was un-rivaled
as she presented the
harvest to us, her pride
more and more evident
as the amount she delivered increased over the
weeks.
“Gardening has
changed me this year
and given me so much.
I’m glad KNOX made it
easy to be generous
with my extras.”

VIRTUAL GARDEN PARTY —SUCCESS
FUN NIGHT FILLED WITH TASTY TREATS & SUPERB STORIES!
Friends from all over the country appreciated the beauty of Gabby’s
flowers, the smooth humor from our host Howie Mason, the tips from
Jennie at the Cabot Street garden, all while sipping on a Twilight-ini
from the comfort of home.
Showcasing some of the 20 gardens was the focus for the night,
however exploring the partnerships KNOX has expanded upon this
year was enlightening for all. The South Park Inn benefited from
several garden beds this year, although the food took a bit of a back seat as the soothing
benefits from “watching things grow” fed them more than the veggies.
Attendees generosity was wonderful, especially through the bidding wars for auction
items! Thanks to all—especially the committee who excelled in celebrating KNOX in a very
different, and successful manner.

GO AHEAD—BREATHE DEEPLY .
CITY -RESIDENTS BREATHING EASIER BECAUSE OF YOU!
A single tree produces nearly 260 pounds of oxygen per year.
This means two mature trees can supply enough oxygen
annually to support a family of four. Even with the challenges
COVID-19 presented, KNOX eliminated the “Trees For Hartford
Neighborhoods” wait list this year. Without a full scope of
opportunities for the thousands of our typical volunteers, KNOX
carried on in our mission to keep Hartford’s tree cover strong.
All local tree plantings are approved by Hartford City Forester,
who ensures that type of tree and location are appropriate for
the area. Locations included back yards, front tree belts, and
neighborhood parks—ensuring that the entire city benefits.
The family of Martin Manuel Agrella recently chose KNOX to ensure his memory lives on
with a tree planting. His sisters and brother-in-law met at RiverFront Park to remember him
just after our Crew had finished placing it in the ground. Martin was an avid fisherman and
this location truly represents him well.
Another special tree planting happened in Pope
Park on October 20th when City Council President
Rosado, representatives of the Hartford Police
department, and Laura, Mom to Angel Garcia
gathered to plant a tree. This tree symbolizes our
community’s unending resolve to bring Angel home
after disappearing nine years ago.
These are beautiful ways for you to recognize a
special occasion or loved one while also keeping
your city healthier. If you wish to honor, remember or
celebrate someone in your life, please contact Maria Burke at KNOX via email
mariab@knoxhartford.org or you can call her directly 860-951-7694 ext. 125.

ARE Y OU READY TO START Y OUR URBAN FARM?
UPDATED PROGRAM TO BEGIN IN 2021:
Hartford residents interested in making farming a central part of their life as an employee
in the agriculture industry, as a side hustle to supplement their primary income, or as an
entrepreneur opportunity, please email Chris Goodwin at christopherg@knoxhartford.org.
Complete details will be published on our website in December.
All applicants must be 18 years of age or older, not currently an owner of a food or
farming-based business or a member of an agriculture co-op, and able to commit at least 8
hours per week to group and independent work. This multi-year program provides hands on
training in the field and utilizes the latest in hydroponics and more, as well as business and
production planning directed for your future plans.

THE AFFLECK STREET COMMUNITY
GARDEN IS NEWEST STOP ON
STORY WALK
Bring your whole family with you for a funfilled afternoon of learning while also enjoying
the outdoors together! A new story was
installed earlier this month that gives you
another opportunity to celebrate a love of
reading with your family, your neighbors, and your entire community.
This past season brought our largest group of gardeners out—over 600 garden plots
grew vegetables, flowers, herbs and fruits! Families tended specialty plants that brought
their heritage to life while filling their bellies. KNOX partnerships continue to grow.
YOU give them seeds, water, soil, compost, regular support, spring and fall clean-ups
that helped families feed themselves, volunteers grow food for others and ensure a
healthier option is available for all. Literally all they need to bring their gardens to
life. The impact you have is tremendous, we all thank you. Have fun exploring!

MEMBER EVENT—COB OVEN COOKING
A small group of hungry members gathered recently to
learn more about cob ovens, join in to cook fresh pizza outside, and have some great laughs as they celebrated KNOX!
We all learned new tricks, however the best part was getting to know others who are equally committed to community
gardens, improving access to fresh local produce and sharing
the importance of environmental education for all. It was also
a time to learn that even very crispy pizza is excellent when
cooked in a local hand made cob oven on a beautiful latesummer evening at KNOX. Become a member today!
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HARVEST MARKET, HUGS AWARDS, HARD WORK

AND MORE...
Thank you Andy Hart for
sharing these perfect pictures
from the Harvest Market and
HUGS Award ceremony. It was
wonderful to see our vendors and
friends having a good time!
Special recognition of Advocacy
to Legacy for helping to showcase
the beautiful gardens of Hartford.

